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Hi Ben again ( I should not do this stuff so late on a Friday night)
I have added a footer with page No etc for clarity – but all else the same
Hi Ben
Please see part 2 of our submission and once again thank you for your patience. It is made of up of both our
comments and a submission from Treed Environs
Our arborists report is 9 pages long – it appears to end but if you scroll down there is a table a photos attached also,
Thanks for the draft comments
See you on Friday the 20th at Council at 11.30,
With thanks

.
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Cardinia Shire Council Planning Scheme Amendment C234.
Property addresses : 45, 55 and 95 Dore Road Pakenham
Property No: 10, 11 and 14 Pakenham East PSP

Submission 28 Part 2 13th of April, 2018
I refer to Amendment C234 to the Cardinia Planning Scheme which has been placed on public
exhibition in relation to the Pakenham East Precinct. The
would like to make
submission 2 in 2 parts
Part 1 – Submission made by us via Treed Environ (attached)
Part 2 – Submission made by us via

Submission 28 Part 2.1 Native Vegetation Precinct Plan ( NVPP)
It is noted that there are a number of isolated pockets of native vegetation (individual trees) on our property
which are identified for retention in the Native Vegetation Precinct Plan. From this it is assumed that it is
expected these pockets of vegetation will be retained in local reserves, and the land budget in Appendix A
indicates that 3.01Ha of local conservation reserves are required which are described as uncredited open
space. This along with the water/drainage and easement land equates to a total of 19.83Ha of uncredited
open space. This land take is responsible for the unfair and unequitable NDA of 56%. The “Natural waterway
corridor W1-06” provides more native vegetation than any other land holder within the PSP. We strenuously
object to this approach to the treatment of pockets of native vegetation.
In relation to the Native Vegetation Precinct Plan, it is interesting to note that the vegetation that abuts the
gas easement to the east, including Tree No 211, 226 and 228 have a proposed road directly over them in
the FUS (Plan 3) .It would appear that the NVPP has been created without any reference or acknowledgment
of the FUS and creates confusing anomalies within the two documents. While some may argue that this is
insignificant, these trees result in a loss of developable land with no credit provided for the land lost which
we say is unfair. Furthermore any native vegetation within the existing transmission easements should be
removed from the plan as the vegetation will always remain intact within the easement .The largest portion
of SW-31 sits within both the gas and electrical transmission easement and would be the reason of its
existence.
Tree No 160 was planted by
and
along with all of the other trees in the back yard of the
then
family home. We seek a review of the Native Vegetation Precinct Plan to ensure that trees to be
protected are remnant vegetation and not planted vegetation. ( See Appendix 1 for photos)
As the conservation areas identified scattered trees – 162,163,169, 171 which do not form part of a larger
conservation reserve or have capacity to provide linkages to other open spaces or reserves; it reduces the
viability for retention of these single stand along trees in the developable area for ecological values.
Therefore, identification of the scattered trees on site as ‘conservation reserves’ is not considered an
appropriate outcome within the site.
What is sought: - Deletion of the following vegetation from the NVPP and PSP (Table 1) and deletion of the
nominated conservation reserves from the PSP and NVPP.
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Table 1
Tree no

Reasoning

Recommendation

160

Planted Vegetation

Delete from PSP and NVPP

211

situated within road reserve on FUS

Delete from PSP and NVPP

226

situated within road reserve on FUS

Delete from PSP and NVPP

228

situated within road reserve on FUS and on dangerous lean

Delete from PSP and NVPP

SW31

Within gas and electrical transmission lines -not developable

Delete from PSP and NVPP

171 (stag)

Stand alone stag , decay in roots ( Treed environs)

Delete from PSP and NVPP

169

Partially fallen stand alone, unconnected to open space

Delete from PSP and NVPP

162

Delete from PSP and NVPP

163

stand alone, unconnected to open space and cracked ( Treed
environs)
stand alone, unconnected to open space

158

Recently Fallen

Delete from PSP and NVPP

235 (stag)

Fallen (within SP-01)

Delete from PSP and NVPP

236 (stag)

Fallen (within SP-01)

Delete from PSP and NVPP

193-196

Delete from PSP and NVPP

197 (stag)

Heavily decayed and considered unstable ( Treed environ)
(within SP-01)
Fallen (within SP-01)

201 (stag)

On dangerous lean and will fall at any time

Delete from PSP and NVPP

Delete from PSP and NVPP

Delete from PSP and NVPP

Please refer to the table and photos provided by Treed Environs for more details (9 of 9pages)
Trees within SP-01
Treed Environs report specifically mentions the group of trees within SP-01 and states:
“Trees 193, 194, 195 & 196 are heavily decayed and should be considered unstable. These trees are, in
the absence of a substantial public exclusion area, not suitable for retention and should be shown as
trees to be removed’’. The removal of these trees would further support a reduction in the size of SP-01
and may also provide an opportunity for a shift or split of public open space area. A concept that was
discussed on site with Treed Environs was to reduce the size of SP-01 and create a lineal pocket park which
would be connected via the gas easement which would allow the retension of more native vegetation within
a credited open space park. An example is shown in Option A below. However, from a road network
consideration this may not be feasible ?
Option A – Draft proposal to split credited open space and increase NDA

Create lineal open
space around
grouped native
vegetation &
change road
alignment in FUS
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The native vegetation has been chosen to be retained by us for both environmental and animal husbandry
purposes and we continue to have a “right to farm”. At no time prior to this PSP has the DSE had ownership
of our vegetation, nor have we ever been prosecuted for its removal. We are donating via this PSP, at NO
cost to anyone, a total of 12.23Ha of “Natural waterway corridor” as uncredited open space, that contains
large quantities of native vegetation. We ask in return that the few isolated scattered trees identified to be
“retained” be removed from the PSP and NVPP as a fair and equitable trade. Also the protection of the
planted gums at
property (submission 26) will account for more trees being retained within the
NVPP, in effect offsetting our requested removals. We make this submission in the hope of trying to increase
our NDA, whilst maintaining a significant environmental contribution. We ask for the ability to report and
allow amendment of the NVPP for any trees/stags that may fall over in the future, prior to development
(which may be as long as 10 years away, in our case).

Submission part 2.2 - Reduce SP-01 Treed Environs have identified that trees 193-196 pose a large risk to
both council and end users and that stag 197 has already failed. The report states that they are “heavily
decayed and should be considered unstable’’. These trees need to be removed from the NVPP as being
retained. The current state of these trees will make it impossible to retain them for any long period of time.
They pose a risk to all public users of the future SP-01. The removal of these trees from the NVPP could be
offset by reducing the current size of SP-01 and creating a smaller connected pocket park to protect native
vegetation that is in better health and poses much less risk for council. While the ultimate goal would be to
increase the overall NDA for us, it could also result in less risk for council and more native vegetation being
protected ( See Option A above as draft plan)

Submission part 2.3 – Hoop Pine
The hoop pine on Property 11 was planted by a member of the
family as a garden tree. Whilst the
tree itself may be uncommon, it is not significant. It was not planted as part of a significant historical event
and has no heritage values at all. The Hoop Pine is not in the best condition, it is scrappy looking tree. The
tree is as significant as any other garden tree ever planted and should be removed as a tree of importance.
There is no historical interest and the long term value of this tree is in question. It is proposed that the Hoop
Pine be removed as a “tree of amenity value”.
POST CONTACT HERITAGE ASSESSMENT; Table 14: Trees to be retained in the Pakenham East PSP for
amenity and heritage value. It was recommended that there was no need to apply planning scheme overlay
to this tree.
Submission part 2.4 – Infrastructure Contributions Plan. We understand VPA is currently preparing an
Infrastructure Contributions Plan (standard levy) for the PSP area. It is understood this document will be
gazetted concurrently with the PSP in the future. Should a supplementary levy be identified for the PSP area
as a result of VPA’s review of submissions, can we be notified ?
Submission part 2.5 – 100m Please clarify the legislation and/or acquiring authority that has the authority to
acquire the proposed 100m setback for the purpose of drainage and conservation. We understand that
Melbourne water have drainage requirements, however these can be accommodated in a reduced setback
of 50m. Therefore where is the local government Act allowing council to acquire land for the purpose of
conservation?
-

Submission 29 by DELWP asks whether area around water course are to be made designated
conservation areas and if so, council should be the lead agency not DELWP
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-

Submission 48 – Aboriginal Victoria have stated that the the whole of the PSP has importance, not
just the land around the waterways – The submission goes on to say that the ‘’conservation area in
Plan 3 is neither desirable or feasible’’. They have requested a CHMP over the whole PSP.

It would appear to be a question that is of great importance to us.

Submission part 2.6 – R 27 Heritage Overlay raised by council submission. (R27) Council states:
The archaeological sites are identified on Plan 2 while no guidance is provided in the Urban Growth Schedule
or Precinct Structure Plan as to what is required to be undertaken for these sites. Guidance is required, as
these sites are important because they increase our understanding of the past and cannot be learned from
other sources. Council needs to be reminded that the
family have lived at this site for over 100 years
and are a wealth of information. There are other means of understanding the past – Just ask us.
The proposed extents of areas of ‘archaeological interest’ are shown on the maps in Appendix C. These
extents have been drawn to protect elements of potential archaeological significance.
POST CONTACT HERITAGE ASSESSMENT 2.5.3 states Places of archaeological interest
No evidence of the original homestead remains at the site of ‘archaeological interest’ at 45-55 Dore
Road. As the site has been heavily disturbed through activities relating to farming, and dairying, there is
limited potential for subsurface material relating to the former house to remain in-situ. The site has limited
potential to yield information about the establishment of small farm complexes and the development of
agricultural activities in the area.
2.5.4 Plantings of historic interest
The second site, at 45-55 Dore Road is a farmhouse garden (c.1905-1920) which survives in very poor
condition around a new residence, built on the site of an earlier (c.1905) farmhouse. Many of the original
plants have been lost from the garden, and many trees and shrubs have been significantly damaged (or
removed) through animal or mechanical damage. The garden retains the skeleton of a large residential
farmhouse garden, but lacks sufficient integrity or context to meet the threshold of local significance as
outlined in Section 3.2 of this report. In cases where there are plantings of historic interest only, it is desirable
that where trees can safely be incorporated into the design of the new PSP, they be retained. Where this is
not possible (due to tree health, safety or design priorities), it is recommended that the place, plant species
and location be photographed and recorded prior to any tree removal.
4.1 Within and around places of heritage significance (HO recommended) property 11 was NOT
recommended as a place of heritage Significance.
We strongly object the use of a Heritage Overlay within a green field subdivision; it can be confusing to new
home owners buying in the area of the overlay and can cause unnecessary complications via planning once
in place. There is not an objection to an archaeological assessment prior to a large lot subdivision, but there
is a strong objection to the use of a Heritage Overlay and all of its implied complications for future residence.

Council’s submission - Clause 43.01 Planning Scheme Ordinance - Replace Clause 43.01 Schedule with a new
Schedule to include the following sites • 40 Dore Road, Nar Nar Goon • 45-55 Dore Road, Nar Nar Goon •
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1550-1560 Princes Highway Nar Nar Goon and to remove the following sites from the schedule • 140 Ryan
Road Pakenham
Amend Planning Scheme HO Map 15 and 18 Overlay Maps - Amend Planning Scheme Map No 15 and 18 to
place a Heritage Overlay on archaeological interest sites at • 40 Dore Road, Nar Nar Goon • 45-55 Dore
Road, Nar Nar Goon • 1550-1560 Princes Highway Nar Nar Goon Council prefers a new condition is inserted
in the PSP under Section 3.1.4 but if it is considered inappropriate a Heritage Overlay is requested instead.
So in effect, Parklea demolishes their earmarked heritage unit at 140 Ryan Rd and it is removed from Clause
43.01 and HO map 15 and 18.
demolished their old farm house more than 20 years ago and they are
added to Clause 43.01. This behaviour is hypocritical, unfair and unwarranted.
have done the very
same thing as 140 Ryan Rd, yet we are not removed from Clause 43.01 and have a HO added – How is this
possible when the Post Contact Heritage Assessment Report states that there is no heritage value and low
archaeological value on our site?
Addressing issues – The address 45-55 Dore Rd is also not correct or even accurate. Please clarify exactly the
location of the proposed amendment. They are two separate titles, one is knowns as No 45 and the other as
No 55 and the area in question needs to be clearly identified to remove any confusion.
Submissions part 2.8 Page 46 – Figure 6 – 30m Conservation buffer – please clarify if within the 100m creek
setback or outside of it ,in relation to our property ?
Submissions part 2.8 R76 – Bridges to be constructed prior to SOC of stage 1 – what if adjoining owner does
not allow council infrastructure on their land or the purchase of land for the bridge? The whole estate will be
on hold to ransom until a property acquisition can be obtained which will delay the entire development. This
condition shows a lack of understanding of the subdivisions process on Councils behalf. Also who is liable for
any injury’s that may occur on the bridge until they are connected to roads/ paths and land vested in
council?
Submission part 2.7 – City Gate (sub 32) APA issues will effect road layouts. An acoustic report has already
been done in this location and found no sound issues in the location. Also the location of vehicle bridge to
western bank of Deep Creek appears to have APA issues ?
Submission part 2.8 – General questions
a) Who pays NVPP offsets within WI-05 and WI-06 if native vegetation needs to be removed for swale
drains etc and land is vested in council?
b) Is GAIC payable on WI-05 and WI-06 ?
c) Is ICP payable on WI-05 and WI-06 ?
d) Is the Drainage Scheme payable on WI-05 and WI-06 ?
e) Suggested embellishments within the existing gas easements ( planter boxes, paths etc) who pays for
the ongoing maintenance and liability of these ?
f) Submission 50 continues to talk about “Fair and Equitable” yet their NDA is a lot higher than our 56%
- How is that fair and equitable?

Yours Truly
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Nar Nar Goon 3812

APPENDIX 1
Stag 201

Tree 158, Blew over on 25/03/2018

Tree/stag 169

Trees within proposed SP-01 that have fallen

Stag 197
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Trees within proposed SP-01 that have fallen Cont...
Stag 235, 237 (within SP-01) no longer standing

Tree 160 – planted with balance of vegetation in back yard by

family

Please see full 9 page report by Treed Environs for more photos etc
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13 April 2018
By email:
Dear

,

I refer to our discussions regarding various trees on your farm in Pakenham and the
proposed Native Vegetation Precinct Plan (NVPP) for the area. It is understood that you
have concerns about the appropriateness of the assessments of some trees as some
trees that were included in the draft NVPP have already failed.
Your property comprises 3 lots being 45 Dore Road (Lot 1 PS 512523), 55 Dore Road (Lot
1 PS 815190) and 95 Dore Road (Lot 2 PS 815190). The Ecology and Heritage Partners
report refers to these as properties 10, 11 and 14. However the boundaries shown on the
plans in the Ecology and Heritage Partners report do not match the current lay out of lots.
This creates some confusion in referencing but is otherwise not significant.
As requested I have inspected the north east corner of your property. This encompasses
all the trees on your list. Within the assessment area I also assessed trees not on the list
when these were in close proximity to or on travel path between trees on your list.
Trees 158, 185, 197, 235 & 237 have failed and are no longer standing trees. These trees
should be removed from consideration. Tree 684 and 685 could not be found and it is
also likely that these trees have failed. Trees 193, 194, 195 & 196 are heavily decayed
and should be considered unstable. These trees are, in the absence of a substantial
public exclusion area, not suitable for retention and should be shown as trees to be
removed.
Trees 199, 200 & 201 are in very poor condition and quite fragile. These trees are only
suitable for retention with a substantial public exclusion area. There may to be opportunity
for a public exclusion area to be applied around these trees.
Trees 211, 226 and 228 are shown to be retained. The structure plan shows a north
south road to immediately adjoining the gas easement. These trees are all substantial
trees with AS 4970-2009 tree protection zones (TPZ) of approximately 12, 15 & 15 metres
around each tree. The proposed road and the retention of these trees are incompatible.
Either the trees should be shown for removal or the road will need to be rerouted away
from these trees. Encroachment into TPZ of retained living trees should not exceed 10%
of the area of the TPZ and appropriate compensating area should be available.

▪ TREES

▪ NAT IV E VEG ET AT ION

▪ BUSHFIRE MANAGEMENT

TERRASTYLIS PTY LTD ACN 080 282 506 ATF The Holly Patch Trust ABN 68 452 276 207 Tas TREED ENVIRONS
PO BOX 597 EMERALD VIC 3782 jeff@treedenvirons.com.au Phone 0419 899 446

Part of Future Urban Structure plan
From my site assessment it is quite apparent that trees are failing frequently. Most of the
failed trees have been dead trees but the recent failure of Tree 158 confirms that failure is
not limited to dead trees.

Recently fallen Tree 158
The NVPP proposes to retain some dead stag and other scattered trees with
“Developable Area – Residential”. The grazing and congregation of stock around trees
has caused damage to the root plate of many trees. This is often not reflected in the
superficial appearance of the canopy of live trees but can result in trees being unstable.
These trees are quite large and general arboricultural hazard assessments look at uses
within 1.5 times the tree height. Assuming the trees are 25 metres high (many will be
higher) then the hazard assessment area is 1.5 times 25 m or 37.5 m. This would pose a
significant constraint on development. Unless there is a high level of understanding that
the trees being retained will be there for the long term then it would appear to be contrary
to the development intent to retain these trees.
▪ TREES
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Should you require any additional information please contact me on 0419899446.
Yours Faithfully

Jeffrey Latter
Principal Consultant
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Tree
number
158
160

Property
95 Dore Road
95 Dore Road

Species
Eucalyptus obliqua
Eucalyptus ovata

162
163
169
171
180
181
185
193
194
195
196
197
199
200
201
203
204
211
226
228
235
236
237
239
684
685

95 Dore Road
95 Dore Road
95 Dore Road
95 Dore Road
95 Dore Road
95 Dore Road
95 Dore Road
95 Dore Road
95 Dore Road
95 Dore Road
95 Dore Road
95 Dore Road
95 Dore Road
95 Dore Road
95 Dore Road
95 Dore Road
95 Dore Road
95 Dore Road
95 Dore Road
95 Dore Road
95 Dore Road
95 Dore Road
95 Dore Road
95 Dore Road
95 Dore Road
95 Dore Road

Eucalyptus viminalis pryoriana
Eucalyptus viminalis pryoriana
Eucalyptus ovata
Dead Eucalypt
Dead Eucalypt
Dead Eucalypt
Eucalyptus viminalis viminalis
Eucalyptus ovata
Eucalyptus ovata
Eucalyptus ovata
Eucalyptus ovata
Dead Eucalypt
Dead Eucalypt
Dead Eucalypt
Dead Eucalypt
Eucalyptus viminalis viminalis
Eucalyptus viminalis viminalis
Eucalyptus ovata
Eucalyptus ovata
Eucalyptus obliqua
Dead Eucalypt
Eucalyptus viminalis viminalis
Dead Eucalypt
Eucalyptus viminalis viminalis
Eucalyptus viminalis viminalis
Dead Eucalypt

▪ TREES
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Comments
Fallen over
Planted beside shed
Probably Eucalyptus viminalis viminalis
cracked
Probably Eucalyptus viminalis viminalis
Decay in root plate

Fallen over
Heavily decayed
Heavily decayed
Heavily decayed
Heavily decayed
Fallen over
Very poor
Very poor
Very poor

Leaning
Not Present
Not Present
Not Present
Not Present
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Photographs

Tree 171

Trees 163 & 162
(Note union of 162 is cracked)

Tree 169
Tree 211
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Trees 193 to 196

Tree 226

Tree 236
(Note Tree 237 on ground)

Tree 228
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Tree 201, 200 & 199

Tree 239

Tree 241
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Tree 181

Tree 160 planted

Tree 182
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Site Plan (Figure 2c Ecology and Heritage Partners)
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